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Summary

Rangoli is an art form used by people in India.It is a type of decoration drawn on
the ground or sidewalk in front of a house. Rangoli has a purpose; it is used to
³enlighten´or to welcome Hindu gods to the household and originates from two
words µRang¶which means colors and µHoli¶which means celebration. It is one of
the best event which student enjoy most so Social & Heritage Club, RDIAS
organized ³Rangoli Making Competition´on Diwali Eve to bring the spiritual angle
to create energy centers, which can have positive impact on people. The pools of
energy created by specific patterns of Rangoli motivate and channelize positive energy
in people.

Education and competition are two common elements of all human values. Any
kind of competition plays an important role in academic achievement because it
helps students to know their strengths and improve their performance. This
Rangoli Competition was of one and half hour in which, the students tried to
prove their talent in the best possible way. They made different Rangolis
depicting beautiful pictures of ³Ganesh ji, ³Kalash´³Kumbh´³Peacock which is
the ride of Mata Saraswati´and some students also depicted the safe and green
Deepawali through their Rangoli etc. More than 20 teams participated in the
competition from BBA and MBA. Through this type of competitions, the students
also learn Group effort, team spirit and individual inputs in the form of planning,
designing, outlining, analyzing the colour combinations and presenting the final
Rangoli made the day for the winning teams.
Winners for the event were:
First Position ±Sakshi Gupta, Dolly, Juhi Singhal, Vishaka Gupta, Kanishka
Gupta(BBA V M )
Second Position ±Prachy Singhal Nancy Goel, Himany Seth, Shivani Munjal,
Ayush (MBA ±I-EB)
Third Position ±Damanpreet Kaur, Niharika Mahajan, Jaspreet Kaur, Vaibhav
Guglani, Rishabh Aggarwal (MBA III E-B)
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